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Over the years, Botswana has remained 
a significant player in world 
diamond production, a feature that 
is attributable to the contribution of 
Jwaneng Mine.
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Welcome to the Green Issue of 
Teemane! 

A warm welcome to the August 2022 issue of 
Teemane, this month brought to you under the 
theme “Green Issue,” as we work to inject 
greater sustainability and positive footprints in 
how we shape the future for the next generation.

Debswana remains committed to ensuring that 
we lower our carbon footprint through a myriad 
of enhanced processes designed to be more 
environmentally friendly and more sustainable. 
This includes working at individual and 
collective level across all sites and indeed the 
company as a whole, proactively engineering a 
brighter and greener future for decades more 
to come. In this issue, we touch on some of 
the initiatives directly and indirectly powering 
positive progress in this regard. 

Read more about the successfully held Orapa 
Cycle Challenge and its focus on youth and 
wellbeing through sport, our energy intensity 
reduction programme which continues to see 
great results, and our support for the Green 
Energy Seminar organised by BMWU. 

We hope you enjoy this issue.

EDITORIAL TEAM

Cecily Kuswane 
Editor Welcome!

Tumisang Entaile
Sub Editor: Jwaneng Mine

Dave Motshabi
Sub Editor: H2 Projects

Nomhle F. Madisa
Sub Editor: Orapa, Letlhakane 

and Damtshaa Mines
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40TH ANNIVERSARY FOR THE PRINCE OF MINES (continued)

REVERSE OSMOSIS PLANTS FOR 
POTABLE WATER SUPPLY FOR ORAPA

Engineering & Asset Management provides 
potable water to the OLDM community and 
that has been the case since mid-2000. The 
quality of potable water at OLDM has always 
been a concern to management, employees 
and residents of the township in general. 
That is why over the years the company has 
embarked on capital projects and initiatives 
to treat and make the otherwise ‘hard and 
salty’ water to be as palatable as possible. 
OLDM, through the Engineering Department. 
has a Utilities section which predominantly 
operates with mechanical, electrical and 
Automation & Control disciplines to manage 
and monitor the water infrastructure, 
reticulation and quality therein.

The water management maintenance 
engineer, Mr. Loeto Tlhotlhole, has been in 
the forefront of driving water improvement 
initiatives which includes water reticulation 
upgrades in Orapa Township and at the 
wellfields. Potable water supplied to 

the OLDM community is sourced from 
underground water supply where Debswana 
uses remote automation to operate 
boreholes covering a radius of 70km. 

Mr. Tlhotlhole and his team operate and 
control the water infrastructure from 
Orapa Green Area (township) where a 
Central Control Room (CCR) is manned on 
24 hour basis by water process controllers 
in collaboration with standby crews during 
backshifts. In order to provide this high 
quality potable water, Mr. Tlhotlhole 
is proud to highlight that the company 
supported by the technical investigation 
outcomes in line with water quality took a 
decision to provide ‘state of the art’ water 
treatment plants across its operations. 

According to the water management team, 
the current process of treating the water is 
simple, efficient and maintenance friendly. 
Currently maintenance and operation of the 
water treatment plants is done by the Utilities 
section with very minimal dependence 
on external experts. OLDM operates and 
maintains three (3) water treatment plants, 
located at Orapa Green Area (Township), 
Letlhakane Mine (LM) and Damtshaa Mine 
(DM) respectively. The principle of potable 
water treatment at OLDM is the one referred 
to as the spiral reverse osmosis (SRO). In an 
SRO water treatment unit, excessive salts 
and impurities are basically filtered out using 
membranes and ultimately chlorine gas is 
dosed into the product for disinfection prior to 
the now drinkable water being pumped out to 
the consumers.

The Orapa Township Reverse Osmosis 
(RO) Plant is designed for total flow of 
640m3/hr. The plant incorporates this flow 
in 3 duty units with 1 standby unit. The LM 
and DM RO Plants have design capacities 
of 10 m3/hr and 7m3/hr respectively. The 
Damtshaa Mine RO Plant was recently 
upgraded from 2m3/hr to 7m3/hr in order 
to meet the DM water demand.

The quality of potable water at OLDM 
is guided and governed by BOS 32:2015 
drinking water standard. Potable water is 
sampled on a monthly basis and sent to 
an independent entity for analysis as per 
the BOS 32:2015 drinking water standard. 
On a quarterly basis Botswana Bureau of 
Standards (BOBS) samples and analyses 
the water for verification.

The current water quality surpasses the 
BOS 32:2015 drinking water standard 
minimum requirements and is above most 
of the market bottled water sold by local 
and international suppliers.

OLDM has also played a fundamental role 
to the Boteti community when it comes 
to provision of potable water in times of 
need. The utilities section has collaborated 
with Water Utilities Corporation (WUC) by 
providing potable water to surrounding 
communities on occasions where they had 
challenges with supply. During COVID-19 
pandemic OLDM consistently furnished 
surrounding villages like Mokoboxane 
with potable water. Government facilities 
like veterinary cordon fence gates are 
permanently getting water supply through 
the goodwill of Debswana.

Orapa RO Plant-Membrane Vessels

Jwaneng Mine General Manager,
Koolatotse Koolatotse
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Over the years, Botswana has remained 
a significant player in world diamond 
production, a feature that is attributable 
to the contribution of Jwaneng Mine. The 
Mine recently hit another great milestone as 
August 14th, 2022 officially marked the 40th 
anniversary for the operation affectionately 
called the Prince of Mines.

A national asset, Jwaneng Mine has anchored 
the economy of Botswana to meet its modern 
status of a middle income country. The 
operation, to date, has produced 85 tonnes 
of diamonds, which have tremendously 
transformed Botswana's economic landscape 
over the years and bringing sustainable 
developments. 

Future and smart mining plans are also 
being implemented to ensure that the 
operation remains profitable. In line with this, 
Debswana has approved an underground 
project to transform the Mine from an open 
pit to an underground operation.  This will 

be the country’s single biggest project ever 
by value, and will create the world’s largest 
underground diamond mine.

“In our audacious ambition, Jwaneng Mine has 
set a pack on the ground to ensure that we 
increase the skills capacity requisite within the 
organisation for underground by 2034. As a 
breakthrough cultured operation, we continue 
to be a benchmark for other operations 
across the world. Our commitment to safety 
remains unparalleled and non-negotiable 
as we strive to attain Absolute Zero Harm 
(AZH) in our work place. To this end, our 
unravelled breakthrough safety performance, 
recorded over the years, is testament to this 
commitment. Furthermore, in the endeavour 
to continue the journey of sustainable 
diamond development, our people remain 
our number one priority as  we view them 
as human diamonds integral to the success 
and sustainability of our business,” narrated 
Jwaneng Mine General Manager Koolatotse 
Koolatotse.

Jwaneng Mine was officially opened by 
former President of Botswana Sir Ketumile 
Masire on August 14th, 1982. The operation 
is, today, ranked the richest diamond mine 
in the world by value. Further, the operation 
recently discovered a 1,098 carat diamond 
believed to be the third-largest gem quality 
stone ever to be mined the world over.

A happy 40th anniversary, Prince of Mines!
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Diamond processing, much like other 
mineral commodities, uses water to assist 
in removing gangue and concentrating 
the valuable products. Unlike the majority 
of ore bodies, kimberlite contains high 
quantities of clay minerals, which interact 
with the plant process water, to generate 
either settling or non-settling slurries.

The Orapa Dry Fines Project is a water 
conservation project aimed at maximising 
water recovery from slurry produced after 
kimberlite processing thus producing 
a "dry fines residue" or conveyable 
residue. This aims to reduce raw water 
consumption at Orapa Mine over the Life 
of Mine by pumping slurry or slimes to 
the fines residue dams (FRD) the aim is to 
extract as much water as possible from 
slurry to produce a product that can be 
conveyed to the tailings dumps.

Giving a brief background on this 
undertaking, Keabetswe Ntshabele, 
Project Manager - Acting revealed that 
such is anchored on the ODOT pillars of 
Efficiencies & Productivity Improvement 
and Innovation & Digital Transformation. 
He said the Dry Fines initiative as a water 
saving opportunity was identified as 
early as 2013, within Anglo American 
Technology division. A joint  team from 

the Soane ATA™ technology that can also 
maximise process water recovery from 
slurry/ fines residue produced during 
kimberlite processing. Both studies are 
planned to be completed by the end of 
March 2023 for the business to direct. 
Orapa Mine was chosen for the test work 
given the high prospects for reduction in 
raw water consumption drawdown and its 
kimberlite slurry characteristics.

Debswana remains committed to 
reducing its carbon footprint. Therefore 
a reduction in raw water drawdown 
will contribute significantly to this 
commitment. The Programme Manager, 
Process Plants, Omphile Ntabeni 
reiterated the significance of this 
undertaking as it translates to a reduced 
pumping of water from the wellfields and 
less usage of electricity used to pump 
water thus enhancing Debswana's social 
licence to operate. He said the success of 
this project would also positively impact 
mine closure costs, leading to a reduction 
in potential wall failure risks and 
environmental impacts associated with 
the fines residue disposal dams, FRDs. 

Diamond processing, much like other mineral 
commodities, uses water to aid in removing gangue 
minerals and concentrating the valuable products.

Plant view - Orapa Dry Fines Pilot Plant 
g

 

ORAPA DRY FINES PROJECT 
EXPLORES OPPORTUNITIES FOR A 
REDUCED RAW WATER DRAWDOWN

Keabetswe Ntshabele  
g

 

Debswana, De Beers and Anglo American  
performed desktop and laboratory scale 
test works, on at least two potential 
technologies namely, Electro-kinetic 
dewatering and Soane Mining ATA™ 
technology. 

The Soane ATA™ results from the 2016 
Orapa Mine laboratory test work proved 
to be the most favorable.  This led to a 
decision for the design, construction and 
operation of a Soane ATA™ Pilot test plant 
at Orapa, to further test the feasibility of 
the Soane ATA™ technology for Debswana 
Operations which was completed in 
January 2022.

As it stands, the project is currently 
progressing on two studies being 
Feasibility Study for Soane ATA™ Modular 
Test plant. This is aimed at expanding 
the pilot tests and addressing technical 
and business risks which could not be 
addressed through the operation of the 
one ton per hour (1tph) pilot test unit. 
Similarly, is a Concept Study for Dry Fines 
Project which is aimed at evaluating 
alternative technologies, in addition to 
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The ambitious targets above will be pursued 
through a collaborative effort between various 
departments internally. We have already 
started realising job numbers through the 
Citizen Economic Empowerment Programme 
(CEEP) which has successfully gotten off to 
a good start. Some flagship socio-economic 
development projects were successfully 
launched in the past year which has created 
jobs and growth of small entrepreneurs. 
The education pillar is also on track to start 
delivering the targets garnered from the 
outcomes of a baseline study that was carried 

From the formation 
of the diamonds 
that we mine over 
billions of years to 
the timeless emotions 

they represent for the young 
and the old who buy them, 
diamonds are the closest 
tangible thing to what we can 
term FOREVER.

We however continue to live knowing and 
appreciating that it is incumbent upon us to 
nurture and BUILD forever for generations to 
come to also benefit.

As introduced in the last series of Building 
Forever, the drive of this strategy is to forge 
connections, push ourselves to think differently 
and develop better and more innovative ways 
of doing things to ensure that our impact is 
positive and lasting.

GOAL
One way that we have challenged ourselves
to do this is through one of the goals of this
strategy: Partnering for thriving communities.

VISION 
We will partner to improve health and education 
outcomes and increase livelihood opportunities 
to support community resilience and economic 
diversification in our areas of impact (AOI).

In order to deliver on this goal, Debswana will 
focus on three main pillars for the next five 
years:
1. Jobs
2. Education and skills
3. Community Health

The process of target setting for the three 
pillars was done in a collaborative exercise but 
was subjected to baselining through detailed, 
empirical studies which shed more light on 
where community needs are and where we 
can make a sustainable impact to achieve 
Forever. They are live targets that we set in 
partnership with the communities themselves 
for ownership and co-creation of solutions.

out early in the year. The study was conducted 
to determine the state of education around 
impact both around Jwaneng and OLDM, 
with several recommendations made by the 
consultant. Moreover, the health pillar has 
seen progress with the company playing a key 
role in the zone of impact during the COVID-19 
pandemic. A recent baseline study has also 
identified some areas of priority and those 
will be explored further to see how they can 
deliver building forever targets.

BUILDING FOREVER: PARTNERING 
FOR THRIVING COMMUNITIES

JOBS EDUCATION 
AND SKILLS

COMMUNITY 
HEALTH

• 2024: 20,000 jobs 

• 2030: 4 jobs 
offsite for every 1 
job on mine site

• Implement 
baseline study 
recommendations

• Develop criteria for 
target setting

• 2020 – ongoing: 
COVID mitigation

• 2024 & 2030: 
Implement 
recommendations 
from health study

• Priority SDG 3

TARGETS

FLAGSHIP SED PROJECT – Debswana Textile Accelerator Programme
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As discussed in the previous articles, mine closure planning is a practical 
strategic imperative that calls for the employment of the systems thinking 
approaches to maximise the gains that can be recorded while there is 
active mining and at the end of life of the mine. The systems thinking 
approach allows for the incorporation of key actions into the business of 
today while shaping up the mine of the future. The whole objective is to 
reaffirm the business proposition that mining and exploitation of natural 
resources can be carried out in a manner that secures the gains of the 
current generations, without compromising the gains of future generations 
as enshrined in the principles of sustainable development. This includes 
continuously reviewing the business planning philosophy to strategically 
position the company to be profitable, despite the increasing operational 
costs linked to deepening pits and the increasing footprint of the waste 
dumps. The discussions for this edition will be around responding to the 
market pressure which continually assesses the carbon intensity of our 
diamonds and achieving a green economy.

The integration of closure requirements into the life of mine extension 
projects cannot be completed without building in the green economy 
principles to set up the business for prosperity. Embedding cleaner 
production into mine closure planning for life of mine extension projects 
secures a future where the business liability is reduced and running 
costs are moderated towards the attainment of the green economy. The 
closure aspects of the business are evaluated and presented in different 
perspectives to identify opportunities to contribute to the circular 
economy, these are assessed as a system from end to end looping in 
the operational costs and the closure liability of our operations. This 
is achieved through the revision of the principle of the shortest cycle 
time on steep slopes to maintain gentle slopes and reduce the energy 
on haulage of materials up the slopes. Further to that we exploit the 
opportunities presented by life of mine extension project for eliminating 
the demand for rehandling to deposition of our materials with closure in 
mind. The reduction of the energy intensity was originally recommended 
under the ECO2Man programme which identified that our greatest 
carbon emissions were recorded on our fleet during haulage of material. 
At H2 we actively evaluate strategic actions and assess project options to 
select the best-fit solutions built with closure in mind.

Across all our life of mine extension projects, we continually evaluate 
the business processes such as land requirements for expansion of 
operations and we guide the business to create as minimal footprint 
as possible without compromising safety and the integrity of our 

Nuggets of Mine Closure Planning natural environment. This directly responds to the green economy 
principles through preservation of the natural habitat which can have 
alternative use to support the contributions to the circular economy. The 
conservation of the natural environment continues to be the flagship 
achievements we should never be shy to show off with as we are a living 
testimony that mining and environmental conservation put to practice. 
This secures multiple benefits during operation and at closure thus 
moderating the rate of increase of the business’s closure liability.

In our continual process evaluation, there are other potentially impactful 
operational processes which require active scientific research to 
explore opportunities for achieving carbon neutral mining processes. 
As highlighted in the previous article, there are threads of evidence 
that our kimberlite waste once exposed to weathering and chemical 
reactions under the current environmental conditions are resulting in the 
absorption of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and locked into some 
carbonates crusts on our tailings and fine residue dumps. This natural 
occurrence is subject to scientific validation to prove that there are active 
chemical reactions and weathering of the exposed materials taking place 
in our waste dumps. This results in the absorption of carbon dioxide from 
the atmosphere and permanently locking it in the tailings and slimes. 
There are signature indications of active chemical reactions on our 
kimberlite waste that hosts the potential to absorb sequestrate carbon 
dioxide from the atmosphere and lock it permanently. This requires 
investment into scientific research and the development of technologies 
towards the enhancement of the carbon sequestration currently taking 
place in our mineral waste dumps. Preliminary scientific analyses are 
being done at Botswana Institute for Technology Research & Innovation, 
BITRI. An opportunity exists to expand the scope through onboarding all 
research institutions locally to confirm and assess the capability of our 
mineral waste to serve as a carbon vault.

The journey to a carbon-neutral economy presents socio-economic 
opportunities for the production of cleaner fuels in the form of biofuels 
which can be blended with the fossil fuels currently being used in our 
operations. One of the benefits that can be enjoyed include value creation 
in the agriculture sector, should the business case for the production of the 
inputs be firmed up and lead to accelerated production when the demand 
for biofuels takes shape. This will give a competitive value to the agro-
produce that will be used in the production of the cleaner fuels to be used 
in the mining business. So far there are two proposals still to be tested for 
their feasibility, which will inform the selection of the fleet to achieve low 
carbon intensity for our mining business. The prospects are good though 
there is still a lot of work to be done to firm up this business proposition.

EMBRACING GREEN ENERGY
Renewable energy does not use fossil 
fuels, resulting in low or zero greenhouse 
gas emissions and less pollution to the 
environment. Renewable technology 
investments have the added benefit of 
stimulating employment and economic 
growth, bringing the world closer to a 
low-carbon economy. Energy supplies that 
are dependable and affordable are critical 
to economic growth in both developed 
and developing countries, as they power 
homes, connect communities, provide safe 
water, and promote economic and human 
development.

Our core values at Debswana inspired 
us to make more impactful efforts 
towards pursuing more knowledge as 
well as practices that will lead to more 
environmentally friendly and ecologically 
responsible developments. This comes on 
the back of having successfully completed 
a feasibility study that determined that 

Jwaneng Mine will be able to use solar 
energy to power the entirety of the green 
area offices, fully replacing fossil fuel energy. 
This of course is only the start of a project 
that aims to power the Mine with solar 
power. 

Another impactful demonstration towards 
a greener Debswana is the use of bio-
diesel with the aim to reduce overall 
diesel emissions as well as greenhouse 
gas emissions. Recently, Jwaneng Mine, 
in collaboration with the University of 
Botswana (UB) started a project through 
which bio-diesel trials took place, using 
the source to power a bus and a grader. 
The project, which has been a success, is 
awaiting approval for the second phase. 

Project Manager and Assistant to the 
Energy Manager, Faith Moloigaswe, says this 
initiative is a true display of the mine’s effort 
to go green, as well as improving efficiency 

and cutting long-term costs. “We have a 
daily monitoring tool as well as an energy 
management software, although it is yet to 
be refined, all to measure how much power 
is consumed per plant. This project, which 
aims to reduce significantly Debswana’s 
carbon footprint, will not only be of great 
benefit to the Mine but for the community 
around us and humanity.”

More initiatives have been set in motion 
with the aim to ensure that the Mine’s 2030 
carbon neutrality mission is achieved and we 
look forward to your active participation.
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The Supply Chain Management (SCM) team is undergoing a digital 
transformation, a process through which they will be integrating and 
applying advanced digital technologies to their supply chain operations.

SCM GEARS TOWARDS DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

 i Stephen Gobagoba (right) with Tshenolo Phemelo (left) during Orapa Workshops 
Project days

In efforts to share insights on the work 
that goes into making the Horizon 
II Projects the success they are, 

Teemane caught up with Project Civil 
Engineer, Stephen Gobagoba, to share 
what his daily work entails and what it 
takes to build a connected workforce.

Gobagoba has been with Debswana for 
a decade, having started his career as 
a Project Civil Engineer for the Orapa 
Workshops Project. Upon the successful 
completion of this project, he got on-
board the Fines Residue Disposal (FRD) 
Project as a Construction Manager. 
From there, he joined the Jwaneng Cut 9 
Project team as a Project Civil Engineer 
focusing on amongst other things, the 
execution of structural and mechanical 
construction of stormwater management 
of waste dumps, which is his current role.

“As a problem solver by profession, my 
role is to ensure that infrastructure 
projects are executed safely to meet the 
‘clients’ requirements in line with the 
relevant technical specifications and 
guidelines. I am tasked with ensuring 
that the product we deliver at the end of 
the day impacts the business positively 
and makes it safer and easier for the 
client to operate in the delivery of their 
mandate.” He says his typical work day 
entails clarifying any ambiguities in design 
and suggesting ways of improvement in 

ON THE HORIZON: MEET STEPHEN 
GOBAGOBA

their applications, shortening the turnaround time,” said Project 
Manager, John Baoki.

There are issues that occasionally compromise the efficiency 
of service delivery, be it occasional poor bandwidth for 
connectivity or interface and integration issues. Through the 
data gathered from the assessments of the capabilities of the 
existing systems, there are solutions that will be implemented 
to mitigate these setbacks.  

The SCM team, through this initiative and through Ariba, aims to 
continually accelerate innovation in the department as well as 
continue to provide more visibility into the workings of the chain.

constructability and maintainability of the 
infrastructure in order to deliver a fit-for 
purpose solution as scoped. 

Although there are challenges that 
often arise, Gobagoba takes pride in 
his team and their collective drive to 
make a positive impact.  He says it is 

This will range from procurement data, inventory to 
distribution and transportation. The objective of this initiative, 
through the Ariba automation project system, is to enable 
insights for overall greater efficiency as well as facilitate 
greater profits.

“Through Ariba, there will be a more efficient collaboration 
between us and the buyers in the market. Additional benefits 
to this digital transformation initiative are that customers 
will be able to register online thus avoiding queues. Moreover, 
there will be overall easier access to documents such as 
invoices, and customers will be able to check the status of 

the consistency of their work that truly 
motivates him in his career. 

In his spare time, Gobagoba enjoys well-
crafted music and off-road racing events. 
He has a soft spot for 4x4 vehicles and 
says it is the sound of a V6 engine that 
truly calms him down. 
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DEBSWANA 
SPONSORS
GREEN 
ENERGY 
SEMINAR

The platform was organised in 
collaboration with Selibe Phikwe 
Economic Unit (SPEDU) and Leru Energy, 
a BMWU 100% citizen-owned company 
that trades in the oil and gas industry. 

The seminar, which Debswana sponsored 
with P80,000, was attended by captains 
of industry, academics, investors, 
and renewable energy lobbyists. This 
integral event provided an opportunity 
for delegates and participants to 
exhibit green energy technologies 
and share insights, while promoting 

Debswana this month 
participated in the Green 
Energy Seminar organised 
by Botswana Mine Workers 
Union (BMWU).

the use of renewable technology and 
natural resources, particularly in the 
mining industry. Debswana utilised this 
opportunity to support the BMWU, an 
integral stakeholder to the business.

Delivering welcome remarks at the 
seminar, Head of Safety and Sustainable 
Development at Debswana, Tefo 
Molosiwa, said that in line with Botswana 
Government’s vision, Debswana sees 
the green economy making a significant 
contribution to the country’s sustainable 

development in the future. “As such, 
Debswana has set out on an ambitious 
goal to become carbon neutral by 2030,” 
said Molosiwa who further explained 
that the strategy is focused on reducing 
energy intensity, decarbonising electricity, 
replacement of fossil fuels, and carbon 
recovery.

Let us continue to work towards 
supporting green energy use, green 
practices, and more sustainable 
behaviours.

 
g

 

Jwaneng Mine recently hosted Ministry 
of Labour and Home Affairs, and the 
International Labour Organization (ILO). 
The representatives of the two reputable 
institutions were in Jwaneng for a three (3) 
day Tripartite Plus Country Level Dialogue 
in Migration organized by the Ministry of 
Labour and Home Affairs in collaboration 
with the International Labour Organization.  

The Commissioner of Labour, Ms. 
Goitseone Tsone Kokorwe expressed 
gratitude towards the Jwaneng Mine 
Leadership for hosting them to a 
Mine Tour and lauded them for the 
skills development roadmap that the 
team presented to them. Further, she 
highlighted that it is imperative to ensure 
that citizen economic empowerment 
is attained as this will attract high and 
desired economic benefits to the country. 

For his part, Jwaneng Mine Acting 
Assistant General Manager Mr. Kgolagano 

Banabotlhe explained that through 
deliberate and concerted effort Jwaneng 
Mine has, over the past ten (10) years, 
attained unprecedented levels of 
localization in many fronts. He added 
that despite the foregoing, Jwaneng Mine 
continue to engage expatriate employees 
in areas where their skill-set is required. 
This assists propel the business forward 
as well as mitigate against some risks.

The delegates included The 
Commissioner of Labour and Social in 
the Ministry of Employment, Labour 
Productivity and Skills Development, Ms. 
Goitseone Tsone Kokorwe, ILO Pretoria 
Office  Representative Responsible for 
Botswana, Mr. Sipho Ndlovu, Botswana 
Federation of Trade Unions, Mr. Mayenge 
Mayenge, Botswana Federations of Public, 
Private and parastatal Sector Union 
(BOFEPUSU) representative Johannes 
Tshukudu amongst other. 

Jwaneng Mine Assistant General 
Manager, Kgolagano Banabotlhe

TRIPARTITE LABOUR MIGRATION DIALOGUE 
DELEGATES VISIT JWANENG MINE
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What is your role in your section?
I work in a metallurgical lab which has 
custody of quality control and assurance, 
so my role is to obtain samples from 
the plant at specific measuring points, 
as well as ensuring that the sampling 
activities are done safely and efficiently. 
We have our departmental procedures, 
Anglo Operating model and our Quad Zero 
principles to guide this.

What is your best career highlight?
They are many, but the one that comes 
to mind is the recent production of 
14 171 tonnes in a day by Letlhakane 
Tailings Plant where I’m based. This is 
breakthrough performance, and I was 
happy to.

Debswana caught up with 
Maintainer Operator Mpaphidzi 
Maimbolwa, on what her day-to-
day job entails and her journey 
thus far having been with 
Debswana for twenty years.

GETTING TO KNOW THE WOMEN AT DAMTSHAA
What other things do you enjoy doing 
beyond your job?
Fitness. I’m quite please at the direction 
we have taken as a company towards 
health and fitness, and I recognise that 
the success of the company efforts 
towards that depends on the active 
participation of its employees. I therefore 
play my part in all initiatives, and this 
is not necessarily for the benefit of the 
company but for my own personal benefit.

What is your favourite thing about 
working at Debswana?
The strategic direction and strong 
emphasis on diversity and inclusion by 
the company. I have a strong sense of 
belonging to my workplace and I don’t feel 
any particular kind of exclusion due to my 
gender, religion, educational background 
or other personal preferences.

We wish to extend our warmest 
congratulations to Ms. Maimbolwa 
for 20 years with the organisation. 

know that the plant is this capable, which 
is a strong reflection of the entire team 
pulling together towards a common goal.

What motivates you to do better in 
your job? 
The reward and recognition that we get 
from our managers for achieving better 
safety and production results. They might 
not necessarily be material, but a pat on 
the back is a sign that the team is united 
in purpose and action and understands 
business objectives.

As part of our commitment to making a positive 
impact in our communities, OLDM Business 
Partner, Cowburn Isherwood, embraced the 
Building Forever Initiative by renovating the 
dilapidated poultry house and the storeroom at 
Metsiaela in Letlhakane. 

The company, which provides OLDM with 
drilling supervision, core logging, and civil 
works, donated 250 chicken layers to the 
community to start an egg production 
business. Nine (9) jobs have already been 

created for the local community from the project, which was 
funded at a total cost of P260,000.

Debswana encourages all Business Partners and suppliers to 
give back to communities around our mining operations, in line 
with our overall efforts to Make Life Brilliant and our Show We 
Care value. Let us continue to promulgate a culture of giving 
back, together.

Cowburn Isherwood Renovates 
Metsiaela Community Poultry House
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 i Core Shed

NEW CORESHED FACILITY SET TO DRIVE EFFICIENCIES 
AND ENHANCE SAFETY AT JWANENG MINE

In support of this significant undertaking, 
a need to embark on a drilling programme 
that aims to collect the relevant geoscience 
information necessary to support post 
Cut 9 and the envisaged underground 
mining was established as revealed by 
Pitso Gaegopolwe, Senior Project Manager. 
He said the proposed programme entails 
drilling by multiple business partners to 
yield a drill core of over 180,000m.

In paving way for this critical work, H2 Drilling 
Projects in partnership with the Project 
Management Office at Jwaneng Mine, 
commenced the construction of the core-shed 
facility in September 2020, located in the 
the Mine's Blue Area. This was after having 
established that the existing core storage 
facilities in Jwaneng were reaching capacity 
and heavily reliant on manual core handling 
processes. As such, a compelling need to 
construct a coreshed with enhanced safety 
features, adequate storage capability, and 
technological advancements was established.

Speaking on the key aspects of the facility, the 
Project Manager, Masedi Otisitswe revealed 
that the new coreshed is installed with 
engineered core racking and moving conveyor 

The future of Jwaneng Mine post Cut 9 mining is aligned to the strategic Debswana Resource 
Development Plan (RDP). It is dependent on the timeous development, adequate understanding, and 
confidence of the mineral resource base to ensure sustainable ore production to the business. 

systems that enable the use of swing-reach 
equipment required to maximise core storage, 
safe work execution, automated core handling, 
and core inventory. The facility also provides 
for the initiation of new MRM digitalisation 
initiatives, spearheaded by Clement Chebani, 
MRI Manager and sponsored by Principal 
Geoscientist, Johnny Tshutlhedi for the MRM 
Drilling Projects. This seeks to capacitate the 
business to collect real-time geoscience data 
for improved safety, optimised and efficient 
data collection processes. In support of the 
Debswana Carbon Neutral Strategy 2030, the 
core shed is set to use LED lights to reduce 
power consumption.

Furthermore, the facility provides a spacious 
training centre, boardroom, and cafeteria 
facilities that are going to be a shared 
resource with the Jwaneng Underground 
Project team as well as Mining and, MRM 
departments. The entire MRM H2 Drilling 
project team and its supporting Business 
Partners will be permanently housed under 
the new core shed. The premises will 
also have designated areas where drilling 
contractors can set up their workshop areas 
for administration and equipment repair 
purposes. As the building nears completion, 
plans are underway to occupy the facility 
effective September upon final furnishing 
and all other requirements being installed. 

JWANENG MINE HOSTS OKKK SAFETY AWARDS

The awards culminated in a live draw 
involving both employees and business 
Partners of Jwaneng Mine and resulted 
in a number of safety champions across 
the Mine receiving vouchers worth a total 
of P150 000.00. The first batch of 10 
awardees won vouchers worth P5000.00 
while 100 other safety champions won 
vouchers worth P1000.00 each. The 
awards were attended by amongst others, 
Her Worship the Mayor of Jwaneng Town, 
Olga Ditsie, Jwaneng Town Clerk Ms. 
Ogaufi Molelo, and Jwaneng Deputy District 
Commissioner, Mr. Jane Moruti.

Through the Operation Ke Ka Kgona; I 
Can initiative, Jwaneng Mine aims to 
enhance the safety culture amongst 
both employees and business partners, 
something that is important in attaining 
and maintaining an injury-free workplace. 
Ke ka Kgona; I Can, simply means, it is 
possible for an employee to work safely 
in a zero-injury workplace. The initiative 

is directed at attaining absolute zero 
incidents in 100 days, 100 weeks, and 100 
months.

In his keynote address, Jwaneng Mine 
General Manager, Koolatotse Koolatotse 
said, “I am proud to note that Operation 
Ke Ka Kgona, I Can is aligned to our 2022 
priority key focus areas of Behaviour and 
Culture Change, Diversity in Thinking, 
and Mindset Change. This is important as 
it will significantly contribute towards a 
positive safety culture, as well as result 
in motivated and innovative workers. 
I am confident that through initiatives 
such as Operation Ke Ka Kgona, I Can, 
Jwaneng Mine will record and maintain 
breakthrough performance across these 
key focus areas.” 

Jwaneng Mine has developed and 
implemented other robust safety 
leadership programmes such as Safety at 
Home, High Potential Hazards reporting, 

Learning from Incidents, and Human 
Factors in Safety. These initiatives 
continue to play a pivotal role in the 
Operation’s achievement of remarkable 
safety performance and seek to influence 
and promote extreme safety ownership 
and accountability amongst Jwaneng 
Mine employees.

We look forward to your continued 
support and participation in ensuring 
that we reach our target.

Jwaneng Mine recently hosted Operation Ke Ka Kgona (OKKK); I Can Safety Awards. 
The quarterly safety awards were held at Albert Milton Multi-Purpose Hall in Jwaneng. 
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OLDM RECOGNISES EMPLOYEES AND 
BUSINESS PARTNERS FOR GREAT WORK 
OLDM recently recognised 
employees and Business 
Partners for the outstanding 
work they did in respective 
areas during the Presidents Day 
holidays.
Some of the teams that were recognised 
included Completely Automated Recovery 
Plant (CARP) Team, Letlhakane Mine 
Supply Management Team, Plant 2 
Boilermaker team, Township Electrical 
Team, Mining Slope Failure Profiling Team 
among others.

Moagi Sewawa, OLDM Senior Ore 
Processing Manager who was the 
lead during this period says Township 
electrical maintenance was awarded spot 
awards for great work execution which 
conformed to the Anglo Operating Model. 
He added that the Plant 2 Boilermaker 
team displayed good team spirit and 
were recognised for their excellent risk 
assessment while performing fabrication 
and splicing jobs at the Plant. SCM team 
displayed true safety leadership by 
implementing the 5s philosophy for their 
warehouse at Letlhakane Tailings Plant 
according to Sewawa.

He further said Mining team was 
recognised for their continued execution 
of work safely. The Senior Ore Processing 
Manager also commended the branding 
exercise at the South gate noting that 
the subcontractor displayed true safety 
behaviour.

ASHWORTH GROUP 
CEO TOURS OLDM

Coombs, who was on holiday with his 
family in the Okavango Delta, paid a day 
visit to Orapa Mine to appreciate where 
the diamonds they buy come from.

Coombs and family were accompanied 
by Tiffany & Co’s Mr Jeffrey Bennett, De 
Beers Diamond Trading Executive Vice 
President, Mr. Paul Rowley and DTCB 
Managing Director Mr. Sedireng Serumola.

Maoketsa & Rowley also explained how 
Debswana, DTCB and the De Beers group 
are making life brilliant and building 
forever in the communities in which we 

Orapa, Letlhakane and 
Damtshaa Mines (OLDM) 
General Manager, Mr 
Mogakolodi Maoketsa recently 
took Ashworth Group CEO, 
Mark Coombs and his family 
through the magnificent 
operation he runs at Orapa. 

operate through community health and 
safety, socio economic development 
initiative and Covid-19 relief support.

The guests visited AK 1 pit, No. 2 Plant 
scrubbing and the Adrian Gale Diamond 
Museum before they enjoyed lunch at the 
Orapa Game Park.

With the continued demand by clients in 
the market to understand where and how 

the diamonds they buy come from, such 
visits will go a long way in achieving our 
Building Forever pillar of being a “Trusted 
Corporate Leader”.

Coombs is a Tiffany & Co client, who get 
their diamonds from Laurelton Diamonds 
LLC a De Beers Diamond Trading sight 
holder.

According to Sewawa, during these 
holidays, there were no recordbale 
incidents, an achievement that should be 
commended.

Well done to all the teams!!
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Our very own eco-warriors were recently awarded prizes as part of the 2022 World Environment Day 
Poems, Essays, Photography, and Art Competition. Winners, which comprised employees, Business 
Partners, community members, and students, all submitted their pieces within the theme of “How am I 
living sustainably in harmony with nature.” 

OLDM AWARDS WORLD ENVIRONMENT 
DAY COMPETITION WINNERS

Prizes included bicycles, smartwatches, and 
solar lamps, all veritable tools to drive the 
green movement.

Speaking at the prizegiving ceremony, 
OLDM General Manager, Mogakolodi 
Maoketsa noted that it was essential 
to continue advocating for a greener 
environment and conservation post global 
commemoration as it is evident that the 
environment we live in today is not the ideal. 
He congratulated winners and encouraged 
all to keep doing their part to make a 
positive impact on the environment.

BMWU representative, Patrick David, 
thanked all who took part in the 
competition. He emphasised the need for 
individual and organisational efforts to 
protect the ecosystem “We need to sustain 
messaging, sharing lessons, and acting in 
ways that demonstrate our commitment to 
protecting our only earth.

Congratulations to all the winners!

MINECARE 
INTEGRATION 
TO ASPENTECH
Our digital transformation journey is 
an integral part of our business. With 
an unwavering determination to shape 
the future of the organisation and the 
communities we serve, Debswana, through 
Aspentech, aims to leverage technologies, 
to achieve the ODOT 2024 strategy 
objectives.  

Aspentech is an asset optimisation 
software, aiding organisations in running 
operations more safely, reliably, and 
efficiently. The systems that were in place 
did not have predictive capabilities, which is 
a main Aspentech competence. 

“Aspentech is an all-round game changer in 
our department. Through this technology, 
we can manage mine trucks remotely as 
well as ensure that all other processes 
in the department are predictive and 

meet the goals of the organisation’s 
asset management strategy. In addition 
to this, we want to be able to intercept 
failures before they occur, not only in the 
department but especially with regards 
to our trucks, said Sidney Jarabani, 
Maintenance Engineer.

Although there have been setbacks with 
regards to security issues when sharing 
data with Blue ESP, who are our intel 
experts, this technology is key to our quest 
to have overall improved governance of 
data to be more efficient, accurate, and 
perform to our best capabilities.
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ORAPA CYCLING CLUB PEDALS WITH PURPOSE

2021/22 BOTSWANA FOOTBALL 
LEAGUE SEASON AWARDS

Pedalling with purpose, Orapa Cycling Club successfully hosted 
the 2022 Orapa Classic Cycle Challenge under the theme 
“Promoting cycling development amongst the youth.” 

 i Orapa Cycling Club

This is in line with the event’s annual 
practice of fundraising to support 

underprivileged members of the community."

This year’s emphasis was on the development of youth in cycling 
and all proceeds will be used to support the Orapa Cycling 
Club Youth Development Programme. This is in line with the 
event’s annual practice of fundraising to support underprivileged 
members of the community.

Youth cycling in Botswana is still at its infancy stage, and 
there is room to grow participation and passion for the sport, 
potentially grooming the next generation of cycling stars. Limited 
participation by youth at present is largely due to monetary 
constraints since equipment and race participation are expensive. 
As we promote this sport and indeed a healthy way of life, we 
look forward to making cycling more inclusive, especially for 
youth across Botswana.

OLDM General Manager, Mogakolodi Maoketsa, commended 
the initiative’s focus on youth this year, and for generally helping 
promote Orapa as a great place to live and work. He also 
commended the effort to ensure that youth within the OLDM 
Zone of Influence do not remain idle.

This year’s turnout was phenomenal. The entire cycle was a 
great success and was graced by the presence of the Okavango 
Diamond Company Managing Director, Mmetla Masire, as the 
Guest Rider.  

The recent 2021/22 Botswana Football 
League Season Awards saw Jwaneng 
Galaxy excelling and bringing home a 
number of awards. Some of these include; 

• Players' Player of the season - P50 
000.00 - Thabang Sesinyi

• PRO of the season - P5 000 - Tankiso 
Morake 

• Top Goal Scorer - P50 000.00 - 
Thabang Sesinyi - 24 goals 

• Gilbert Baruti (Selected among team 
of the season) on the midfielder 
position-P2 500

Congratulations to the Gala-Nation, keep 
the breakthrough performance sprit as you 
shape the future for young stars.

 i Tankiso Morake - PRO of the Season
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